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Objectives 

 

1. Understand the problems associated 
with nonlinear regression 

2. Compare alternate models 

 



REGRESSION 

Objective: Choose a function, f(x,θ), which is a function of the 
  independent variable x and some parameters θ, that 
  in some way adequately describes the experimental data 

𝒚𝒚 =  𝒚𝒚� +  𝝃𝝃 

observed 
expected or predicted 

random 



Linear vs Nonlinear Regression 

 

1.  y = θ1 + θ2 x 

  Linear in θ and x 

  Exact – linear least squares 

 

2.  y = θ1 + θ2 x + θ3 x2 

  Linear in θ, nonlinear in x 

  Exact – multiple linear least squares 

 

3.  y = θ1 e-θ2 x 

  Nonlinear in θ (θ2) and x 

Approximate – nonlinear least 
squares 



� (𝒀𝒀𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 −  𝒀𝒀𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐)𝟐𝟐𝒘𝒘𝒊𝒊   
𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐

𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏
≡   𝒐𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝒐𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒄𝒄𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒐𝒐 (𝑾𝑾𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺) 

 

Least squares criteria 

Minimize WSS with respect to the 
parameters θ 

 

Problem: no analytical solution 

Have to use a numerical 
method and a computer 



Numerical method to solve the least squares 
problem 
 
General idea: 
1. Start with an initial estimate/guess 
 of the parameter values (may come from  
 previous studies or from simple graphical 
 analysis) 
2. Change the parameter values such that the WSS 
 gets smaller 
3. Stop when the parameters do not significantly 
 change 
 
A method that does this is called an algorithm 
 



Numerical method to solve the least squares 
problem 
 
Some comments: 
1. Use existing software: either purpose built 
 software eg Winnonlin or a general statistical  
 package such as SPSS/SAS/Stata 
2. Initial estimates are important. An algorithm 
 can diverge as well as converge 
3. Unlike linear regression where there is a single/ 
 unique solution, in nonlinear regression multiple 
 solutions are possible 
 
 



Figure 1 

Figure 2 



Comparing models 
 
General linear test 
 
Given a function 𝒚𝒚 = 𝒐𝒐(𝜽𝜽𝟏𝟏,𝜽𝜽𝟐𝟐, … 𝜽𝜽𝒔𝒔) Full 
Hypothesis: is  𝒚𝒚 = 𝒐𝒐(𝜽𝜽𝟏𝟏,𝜽𝜽𝟐𝟐, … 𝜽𝜽𝒔𝒔; 𝜽𝜽𝒔𝒔 + 𝟏𝟏=0, … 𝜽𝜽𝒔𝒔=0) 
      Reduced 
  as good ie can some parameters be set to zero 
 
eg Is y=θ0 as y= θ0 + θ1x or is there a linear relationship between 
x and y 
 
Test statistic  𝑭𝑭 = 𝑾𝑾𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒔𝒔−𝑾𝑾𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒔𝒔

𝑾𝑾𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒔𝒔
× 𝒅𝒅𝒐𝒐𝒔𝒔

𝒅𝒅𝒐𝒐𝒔𝒔−𝒅𝒅𝒐𝒐𝒔𝒔
 

Compare to F*(dfq–dfr, dfr, 0.05) 



Example 
 
Which is the best fit 
 
   𝒚𝒚 = 𝑨𝑨. 𝒔𝒔−λ𝒕𝒕   model 1 
 𝒚𝒚 = 𝑨𝑨𝟏𝟏. 𝒔𝒔−λ𝟏𝟏𝒕𝒕 + 𝑨𝑨𝟐𝟐. 𝒔𝒔−λ𝟐𝟐𝒕𝒕   model 2 
 
Note 1: model 1 is model 2 with A2 set to zero 
 
Note 2: Could test A2=0 with a t-test 
      t*=Â2/se(Â2) against critical value with 
      nobs-nparm degrees of freedom, where 
      Â2 is the parameter estimate from the 
      regression program and se is its estimated  
      standard error. However with nonlinear least 
      squares ses may not be well estimated and this 
      is not recommended. 



Information criteria 
 
Akaike 
 
-A = nobs*ln SS + 2*nparm 
 
Choose the model with the smallest (most negative) 
value of A. 
Penalizes number of parameters. 
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